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T
he Centre’s decision to efect an 11 per
cent increase in the Fair and Remuner-
ative Price (FRP) for sugarcane for the
upcoming sugar season (October 2017-

September 2018) is a contentious one. Yes, as the
country’s sugar output is set to plummet to a
seven-year low of 203 lakh tonnes (2016-17), do-
mestic availability of the sweetener is expected to
be tight this year. Budgeting for oftake of about
240 lakh tonnes, the season is expected to close
with just 40 lakh tonnes of stock by September,
which will mean a precariously balanced market
until crushing resumes in October/November
2017. It is this tight equation that has led to sugar
prices spiralling up in recent months. The de-
cision to hike the FRP appears to be an attempt to
incentivise farmers to plant more cane for the up-
coming season. But if higher output does moder-
ate prices, it may not have very happy con-
sequences for sugar millers or even the farmers
whom this FRP hike is ostensibly intended to be-
nefit. The sugar industry has only this year turned
profitable, after six consecutive years of debilitat-
ing surpluses. It is well-known that when realisa-
tions turn unviable, the industry cuts back on pro-
curement and delays farmer payments, running
up huge cane arrears.

It is high time the Centre abandoned its inefec-
tual attempts to juggle the interests of con-
sumers, farmers and millers through myriad mar-
ket interventions. Take the FRP, which is supposed
to signal to farmers the need to plant more or less
cane for the coming year. While successive gov-
ernments have been prompt to hike the FRP in de-
ficit years, they have shied away from slashing it in
surplus years. Between 2010-11 and 2017-18, despite
excess production in most years, the FRP for cane
has nearly doubled from ₹130/quintal to ₹255/
quintal. Contrarily, they have been wary of allow-
ing higher cane prices to reflect in the end-
product. Sugar prices in the same period have
barely risen 30 per cent, leading to a loss-making
industry and unpaid cane dues. Given that sugar
is the only agri-commodity where the industry
bears the subsidy burden for the ‘support’ price
announced by the Centre, this situation is clearly
untenable. The only way to resolve this mess is for
the Centre to implement long-overdue reforms
and allow cane prices to be decided by a market-
based formula that shares revenue between
millers and farmers in a pre-decided proportion,
as suggested by the C Rangarajan committee. This
should be accompanied by dismantling dra-
conian cane area reservations that force farmers
to sell their output to a single mill.

Allowing cane prices to respond to market
forces is also critical to ensure that alternative
food crops get equal priority when farmers make
their sowing decisions. Given the paucity of both
water and arable land, India can ill-aford to divert
both resources to produce a commodity that is
frequently over-supplied. Profiteering can always
be curbed by imports.

Shackled sweetener
It is high time the Centre allowed market forces

to drive the dynamics of the sugar market
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RANJA SENGUPTA

T
here was clearly huge
pressure on India to con-
clude negotiations this
year and to make major

concessions in goods, services and
investment at the ministerial of the
Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnershipin Hanoi (May 21-22). 

Minister of Commerce and In-
dustry Nirmala Sitharaman said at
a press briefing that India has not
yet conceded ground, though she
outlined several challenges India
faces. Clearly there are problems.

Reasons for caution
RCEP is being negotiated between
India and 15 other countries includ-
ing the 10-member Asean, Japan,
South Korea, New Zealand, Aus-
tralia and China. With a high rate of
poverty, a large rural population
consisting mainly of small and
marginal farmers and landless la-
bourers, an immature industrial
sector, a growing but narrow ser-
vice sector and vulnerable health
and education sectors, India had
very rightly maintained a cautious
approach in its FTAs on goods, intel-
lectual property rights, and many
new issues such as investment, gov-
ernment procurement and com-
petition policy. 

India’s cautious approach faces a
major paradigm-shift given the cur-
rent negotiations in RCEP. It has the
potential to overthrow India’s
policies of rural development and
industrialisation especially ‘Make
in India’, and the promise of the
Prime Minister to provide access-
ible healthcare and medicines to
all. Most important, it threatens the
policy flexibility and sovereignty to
pursue independent economic, so-
cial and environmental policies.

In goods trade, India has already

agreed to give up the three-tier tar-
if reduction proposal that ofered
diferent coverage for Asean, Japan
and South Korea, and a much lower
level of tarif reduction coverage
for New Zealand, Australia and
China. Currently, it is believed to be
under pressure to agree to uniform
and very high product coverage of
around 92 per cent for all partners.
According to Commerce Ministry
oicials, India has ofered 80 per
cent coverage with 5 per cent mar-
gin (lower) for more developed
partners. It has also asked for a
longer implementation period for
China. While 92 per cent coverage is
inconceivable, even 80 per cent will
have serious implications for both
agriculture and industrial
products.

In agriculture and allied products,
the plantation sector is already reel-
ing from the impact of the India-
Asean FTA even with relatively high
protection of agriculture and a tar-
if-coverage of 73-80 per cent. If tar-
if cuts cover 92-80 per cent of
products, the impact will be huge.
On the other hand, New Zealand’s
export-oriented dairy products will
decimate India’s growing dairy sec-
tor, which is still largely small-scale. 

If India ofers to reduce/elimin-
ate import tarifs on a larger num-
ber of industrial products than
already committed to Asean, Japan
and South Korea, its industrial sec-
tor could be under stress. Even
without an FTA, India faces a total
trade deficit of ₹3.45 lakh crore in
2015-16 with China. If India has to
cut duties on 92 per cent of goods in
RCEP, India will face threats from
both Asean and China. 

Self-defeating tactics
But manufacturing woes will not
end there. E-commerce commit-
ments, if any, will allow companies

such as Alibaba from China to dis-
place Indian manufacturing espe-
cially in the SME segment. Further,
India is being asked to eliminate ex-
port restrictions on minerals and
raw material by Japan and South
Korea; this may threaten domestic
raw material availability for indus-
trialisation and encourage
over-mining.

India is openly pitching services
as its ofensive area of interest and
may be willing to sacrifice goods
tarifs for gains in services. This can
be the most dangerous of India’s
current trade policy stance and can
backfire very easily. India has de-
mands for both Mode 3 (invest-
ment) and Mode 4 (movement of
people) with a proposal for a RCEP
business visa for professionals. In-
dia’s demand for Mode 4 is unlikely
to be granted. What India hopes to
gain in Mode 3 for its outward FDI is
not clear as it is not competitive in
most services except for IT and ITES.

In spite of placing the new Model
Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT)

text as a basis for investment protec-
tion negotiations and already fa-
cing 20 BITs cases, India is under
heavy pressure to agree to the in-
vestor state dispute settlement pro-
vision in RCEP without the safe-
guards provided in the Model BIT.
The investment chapter in RCEP is
also pitching for strong provisions
on IPRs. This framework will in-
crease India’s liability and severely
limit its policy space to implement
any policy reform that is seen as
detrimental to investors’ profits. 

IPR and e-commerce
In the area of intellectual property
rights, several members have been
pushing provisions that go beyond
TRIPS, with serious adverse con-
sequences for access to generic
medicines manufactured in India.
The minister denied having agreed
to any so far. Agreeing to data ex-
clusivity, extending patent terms
and unduly strong enforcement
measures will weaken the entire
generic medicine sector and take

away several health safeguards in
India’s Patent Act, notably section
3(d). This will make medicines inac-
cessible not only for Indian patients
but for those in the entire develop-
ing world. In addition, since India
has rightly fought against ‘TRIPS
plus’ provisions in its FTA negoti-
ations with EU and European Free
Trade Association, there is no ra-
tionale for it to change its stance in
RCEP. 

Finally, it seems India may agree
to binding e-commerce rules in
RCEP. This will have several implica-
tions including compromising gov-
ernment revenues by losing poten-
tial customs duties, compromising
regulation and control over the
new and emerging trading space,
threatening data privacy and secur-
ity not only of individuals but also
of the government, and comprom-
ising regulation across a number of
government ministries including
that of the finance, commerce and
industry, health and education, la-
bour and so on. For example, by giv-
ing away control over data, the Gov-
ernment may compromise
potential future industrial policy
and lose control over financial
policy. 

India seems to have resisted the
pressure to agree to specific com-
mitments in goods, services, and in-
vestment and other areas in Hanoi.
But a push for negotiations to be
concluded by this year seems to
have been agreed, even if not in
very specific terms. Conclusion this
year will be highly premature. India
needs to assess its own choices and
weigh the impact on its whole
policy space vis-a-vis the narrow
base of the advantages that RCEP
may ofer.

The writer is a senior researcher at

Third World Network 

There’s a rush to finalise RCEP this year. India is being pushed into covering most tariff lines, which will destroy its economy

Nothing to harvest If all our goods are to be imported AFP

A trade pact that could hit India hard

T
he rains are almost here
and one of the most de-
lightful sights is to see the
wind racing through the

trees, like a naughty child, making
the green tops swirl. 

Sometimes you forget you are in
a city of sky-scrapers, as many of
Mumbai's lanes have glorious tree-
lined canopies awash in green, red
and yellow depending on the
flowers in bloom. A healing sight
for many a tired, computer— or cell
phone — weary eye. 

In fact, it’s not unusual to see
people settle down in the shade of a
tree-filled traic island for some
respite in the company of a tweet-
ing bird, a resting dog or a nestling
cat. Little ecosystems, the heartbeat
of a thriving city.

When the axeman came
But these green healers face the axe
to make way for Metro 3, a project
that will connect South Mumbai
(among the most expensive real es-
tate in the world) to the suburbs. To-

wards this end, last week saw tree
after mammoth tree being felled in
the lanes around Mantralaya, the
seat of the State government. 

No elderly man or young woman
who hugged the old and glorious
trees to save them from being cut
were able to cause a change of
heart. They were, instead, mocked
and threatened by oicials direct-
ing the cutters. 

One tree soldier who climbed a
half-hacked Peepul tree said that he
had voted for the government that
promised to protect trees. “We say
Aamchi Mumbai, I am Aamchi Mum-
bai,” he said. He was brought down
and by the end of the day, so was the
mammoth tree. 

Five thousand glorious trees are
marked for the axe. About 100 in the
canopied lanes around Mantralaya. 

It is the classic stand-of between
citizens, and so-called development
planned ostensibly in the name of
citizens. But the disturbing urgency
with which the trees are being
felled have many residents ques-
tioning if there isn’t a better way to
improve connectivity in the city
without damaging its very lungs. 

There are enough examples in
the country that have shown us up
for our shortsightedness in urban
planning. 

Floods in Mumbai and Chennai
throwing life and work out of gear.

Delhi saw schools shut down be-
cause of smog. It may seem like a
playback of something we learnt in
junior school, but trees and man-
groves hold onto soil, clean up the
air we breathe, and recent studies
are only increasing the list of public
health roles that trees play in our
lives, on our physical and mental
well-being. 

An unsustainable approach to in-
frastructure projects (cutting trees,
encroaching riverbeds and wet-
lands, filling water bodies) has res-
ulted in climate change which
today threatens our cities with
floods, malaria, heat exposure, air
pollution, etc. 

Progressive governments around
the world know they need to ad-
dress climate change by doing
things diferently, sustainably. And
that’s the reason why the green
agenda needs to feature promin-
ently on our ‘development’ map
too. To save ourselves, if nothing
else. 

Inclusive infrastructure 
So, can Mumbai’s connectivity be
addressed in a sustainable way that
does not kill the natural ecosystem?
Can our urban planners be pro-
gressive enough to plan highway
projects by incorporating natural
tree cover into it? And can infra-

structure projects be aligned with
spaces already created with the
least damage to man and nature? 

Harried Mumbaikars question
environmental clearances and
point to legal grey areas that are
possibly being exploited to fell
trees and push the project with
such urgency. But alas, the tree does
not get the benefit of the doubt.

The cutting continues day after
day, right through the day. The
buzzing of the saw ripping through
the girth of a tree trunk is non-stop
and the smell of freshly cut wood
hangs heavily in the air, as birds,
bats, squirrels, etc wander about
dispossessed. 

People stand around solemnly
like someone had died regretting
the “acche jhaad” (good trees) so
brazenly killed. The national tree
(Banyan), trees sacred to many such
as the Peepul, all face the same fate.
Replanting them will not work say
experts, and planting fresh saplings
still means needlessly uprooting an
existing one, rue citizens fighting
to save them. 

With few doors left for them to
knock on and save their trees, their
oxygen, their quality of life and the
life of the tree itself, Mumbaikars
brace for the harsh impact of the
sun and the oncoming rains. And
then we wonder why our cities get
flooded out. 

And we wonder why our cities get flooded 
Development projects should incorporate the environment in their plans, not decimate the natural ecosystem

Begging for life But the plea falls on deaf ears PT JYOTHI DATTA

PT JYOTHI DATTA

Batting for BHIM 

You must hand it to NITI Aayog
CEO Amitabh Kant for pushing the
BHIM-Aadhaar App at every oppor-
tunity he gets at public events. At a
recent Mastercard event in the
capital, this senior government of-
ficial came up with a response at
communications consultant Dilip
Cherian’s expense. When Cherian
remarked as to how people are still
uncomfortable using any digital
payment instrument other than
the credit card, pat came a reply
from Amitabh Kant: “If you have
not switched over to BHIM-

Aadhaar (App) as yet, then you are
frozen in time. You are not fashion-
able enough!”

Now for the uninitiated, BHIM-
Aadhaar Pay App is a mobile ap-
plication for Aadhaar-based pay-
ments through the BHIM App for
merchants. It allows users to make
payments through the fingerprint
scanner, by authenticating the bio-
metric details of a user with the
Aadhaar database.

Elusive Helpline

Credit card surcharging, although
illegal, is quite the norm in India.
Surcharging happens when the re-
tailer adds on an extra fee to a
credit card customer. Till recently
hapless customers keen to use
credit card instruments had to
grin and bear this additional cost.
Finally, though, help is at hand for
customers in the form of a ‘na-
tional helpline’ that may soon see
the light of day, if payment in-
dustry insiders are to be believed.

Now, this facility should have
come when demonetisation was
abruptly introduced, say critics.
Still, better late than never. The
moot point is whether the pay-
ment industry will blacklist mer-
chants who indulge in surchar-
ging? Or do we need a regulator
for digital payments? Diicult de-
cision this!

Pre-decided? 

Banking industry circles are rife
with speculation that the candid-
ate to replace SS Mundra as RBI
deputy governor has been “pre-se-
lected” and must be from the
private sector! So what has led to
such a bizarre conclusion? It is the
para on “desirable” qualifications
in the advertisement — inviting ap-
plications for the post of deputy
governor — placed on the RBI web-
site. What is desirable is an appre-
ciation, as a practitioner, of the
role of banks in large corporate
lending, in an environment with

strong bond markets, the advert-
isement said. Also desirable is an
understanding of bankruptcy, re-
structuring, turnaround, credit
models and/or the candidate hav-
ing overseen the risk management
function in a large financial insti-
tution. 

Now the big question is whether
what is desirable will finally be
available. Especially when there is
little talent — with the requisite
domain expertise — within the In-
dian banking system that will fit
these “desirable” experience cri-
teria. Only time will tell! What is
more interesting is that the latest
advertisement has dispensed with
“experience as a CEO” as a criterion
for the ‘banker’ candidate. 

Hardselling tradition

Agarbatti (incense) producers re-
cently submitted a petition to the
Government asking for lowering
of the proposed GST rate for the
sector. In a meeting with Revenue

Secretary Hasmukh Adhia, the in-
dustry association argued that im-
posing high rates could deal a crip-
pling blow to the industry that
was providing employment to
millions. 

Interestingly, the association
did not stop at making pleas on
economic grounds. Instead, it
elaborated on the strong tradi-
tional values that the industry
propagated and stressed on its
roots going back to Vedic times.
When it comes to getting its pleas
heard, the industry doesn’t want
to leave any stone unturned!

Tailpiece

The RBI deputy governor is to get
₹2.25 lakh a month — not much
compared to what a private sector
bank CEO whose average daily pay
is almost that amount! Neverthe-
less several top-notch bank chiefs
are expected to throw their hats in
the ring.

Our Delhi Bureau

BELOW THE LINE

Amitabh Kant Pushing for change 

With an unprecedented victory margin in the as-
sembly elections in UP, the BJP has been keen to

make the State a model for governance. Its eye is firmly on
the 2019 general election as UP accounts for 80 seats in Par-
liament. One big chunk of that model includes rallying
Hindus across caste segments under one Hindutva um-
brella. Led by Amit Shah, the president of the party, experi-
ments with non-Brahmin Hindutva have increased, and

the party has made some inroads
among Dalits. But recent incidents
show the BJP’s flirtation with the com-
plex caste dynamics may not always
have the expected results. Many from
the Dalit community are keen to de-

velop an independent identity, separate even from the BSP,
which is steadily losing its hold. New entrants such as the
Bhim Sena, evoking the legacy of BR Ambedkar, have found
an large increasing following. A recent peaceful protest by
the organisation, led by its founder Chandrasekhar, a law-
yer, saw a sea of humanity assembling at Jantar Mantar in
Delhi. These protests followed a spurt of violence between
Dalits and upper caste Thakurs in Saharanpur, UP. It doesn’t
help that Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath is a Thakur and
the allegations are that the local administration and police
were biased against the Dalits. 

The new-found assertion among the community will
find another reason to consolidate after the Centre’s move
to regulate the sale of cattle for slaughter, almost making it
an impossible business. The ban on slaughterhouses in UP
had grossly impacted Dalits. After Rohith Vemula’s suicide
in Hyderabad and the Una incident in Gujarat last year,
when Dalits were beaten up by gau rakshaks, the uprising
among Dalits has taken a pan-India form. While this
doesn’t bode well for the BJP and its idea of an inclusive
Hindutva, it remains to be seen which political party is able
to win the confidence of a community that is aspiring to
come out of the social and economic margins. 

Prince Mathews Thomas Deputy Editor

BJP and the Dalit question
Cow protection has triggered a political countercurrent 
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A SRINIVAS

R
eams have been written
on the subject of electri-
city reform in India, but
few provide lasting light,

lucidity and perspective on the
subject. Many Sparks But Little
Light: The Rhetoric and Practice of
Electricity Sector Reforms in India
(Prayas Energy Group), however, is
an exception. It covers virtually all
aspects of a quarter century of In-
dia’s electricity sector reforms, un-
sparing in detail, and rigorous in
its analyses. For analysts, policy-
makers and environmentalists
concerned with India’s power sec-
tor, Prayas Energy Group’s work is
an indispensable volume. 

PEG, which was at the forefront
of the campaign against Enron,
shows how the transition from an
era of dubious power purchase
agreements, based on
high cost, imported fuel
(backed by government
counter- guarantees
promising extraordinar-
ily high rates of return on
investment to private pro-
ducers, in case the electri-
city boards did not pay
up) to one of competitive
bidding has been quite a note-
worthy one. 

From the shenanigans of Enron
to the denial of cost pass-through
by the Supreme Court this April,
sought by Ultra Mega Power Pro-
jects of Tata Power and Adani
Power, the journey suggests the
development of some sort of insti-
tutional capacity. While energy
conglomerates still wield ex-
traordinary political influence in
shaping policy, the emergence of
renewables could lead to a subtle
political economy shift away from
coal and oil majors. The challenge
today is to negotiate the oppor-
tunities and challenges thrown
up by the exponential growth of
the solar sector in particular,
where bidding has made it com-
petitive with respect to coal. How-
ever, it is as yet not clear whether
these remarkably impressive bids

are as good as they seem. 
Renewables account for 6 per

cent of the electricity generation
mix and about 13 per cent of In-
dia’s installed generation capacity
of about 290 GW. Transmission
companies need to work on their
grids, and Discoms need to alter
their 'renewable purchase obliga-
tions', now based on a cost-plus,
feed-in tarif system. Those which
have entered into contracts to buy
solar power at over, say, ₹7 a unit
could well want to scrap the deal,
in view of falling costs. Policy in-
tervention could prevent litiga-
tion. Given the social and environ-
mental problems of going hydel
or nuclear, the question is
whether wind and solar can re-
place hydel in meeting peak-load
power in the short run and even-
tually, with the evolution of stor-

age technologies, become a
viable base load option.
The book could have ex-
plored this aspect further. 

On the repeated eforts
to clean up the finances of
discoms, the book makes
an insightful observation:
“Over-procurement of ca-
pacity and lack of scientific
demand estimation has

led to many generating
plants not being run...Discoms
pay these idle plants for the fixed
costs incurred...” This goes beyond
the usual 'mismanagement',
'political interference' debate. The
book avoids stereotypes such as
singling out subsidised power to
agriculture as the villain of the
piece, explaining that power theft
confused with agriculture use.

While agreeing that electricity
tarifs for industrial users are
more than elsewhere, it points to
improved institutional climate
and an emphasis on demand-side
measures as eiciency-enhancing
measures. While the political eco-
nomy of electricity is an undercur-
rent in this comprehensive ac-
count, the stark issue here is
whether high-end consumers,
such as malls, should be paying
the same price as the aam aadmi.

Charged account
A must-read on India’s electricity reforms

BOOK REVIEW

may 29, 1997

Cabinet favours tolls based on traffic density
The Union Cabinet has turned down a Surface Transport
Ministry proposal for levying uniform toll on users of
improved four-lane national highways in the country. It
has also refused to accept the Transport Ministry plea to
increase the tax concession period from 12 to 20 years. The
Cabinet has asked the ministry to instead come up with a
fresh proposal which pegs the tolls on the basis of heavy
and low traic density roads. The Cabinet was of the
opinion that ideally, tolls ought to be lower for heavy
density routes while the rates could be kept high for
highway sectors with less traic. 

Bank staff unions list new demands
With the tenure of the sixth bipartite wage settlement for
the banking industry due to expire in October 1997, all the
major centred trade unions of bank employees have
finalised their charters of demand. Indian National Bank
Employees’ Federation, National Confederation of Bank
Employees and Bank Employees’ Federation of India have
already submitted their charters of demand to the Indian
Banks’ Association. All India Bank Employees’ Association
is to submit its charter shortly!

New CEA guidelines may hit IPPs
Independent power producers in the country are likely to
be hit by the new norms fixed by the Central Electricity
Authority with regard to parameters such as plant load
factor, heat rate and auxiliary energy consumption for
diesel engine generating stations and steam generators,
turbines and generating stations. According to industry
sources, the CEA has specified more stringent norms for
these parameters besides fixing the operation and
maintenance expenses. 

TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY

BusinessLine

B Officials from the ministries
of commerce, external afairs
and industry bodies FICCI and
CII will meet today to finalise
the list of Indian companies
keen to develop SEZs in
Bangladesh. Nearly 25
developers are likely to be
selected and the list will be
handed over to the
Bangladesh government for
its consideration. 

B Prime Minister Modi will
embark on
his four
nation tour
today. He
will hard-
sell
investment

opportunities in India in view
of several reforms undertaken
by his government during his
visit to Germany, Spain, Russia
and France between May 29
and June 3. 

B Shares of construction firm
PSP Projects will list today. The
company’s initial public
ofering was subscribed 8.58
times. It had fixed a price
band of ₹205-210 a share for
the ofer, which was open
from May 17-19.

B BSE will delist as many as 61
companies.
Among the
firms to be
delisted are
Binaca
Synthetic
Resins,

Canvay Chemicals, Chetak
Spintex, Global Industries,
Karan Finance, Mahendra
Cements, Manav Pharma,
Maruti Organics, Rams
Transformers, Regent
Chemicals and Rohini Strips.

B BCCI and the Pakistan Cricket
Board are set to meet today in
Dubai. The 2014 MoU to play
six bilateral series between
2015 and 2023 will be high on
the agenda. Accusing India of
not honouring the 2014 MoU,
the PCB has sent a notice of
intent to the BCCI claiming
compensation of around USD
69.4 million for India not
honouring the MoU.

JINOY JOSE P

S
andra Navidi’s curriculum
vitae looks richly speckled.
She studied law and prac-
tised in Germany and the

US. She was an investment banker
and, later, a macroeconomic ana-
lyst who worked with economist
Nouriel Roubini. If you remember,
Roubini had predicted the collapse
of the housing market and the
worldwide recession of 2008.
Navidi is now a management con-
sultant advising a myriad mix of
companies and people who run it. 

Obviously, having attended ex-
clusive invite-only big-ticket events
in the world of finance and the eco-
nomy, she has had access to troves
of exclusive information lesser
mortals are not necessarily privy
to. So, obviously, one expects
Navidi’s Superhubs: How the Finan-
cial Elite and Their Networks Rule Our
World to be an eye-opening treatise
on the murky, complex and chaotic
universe of global finance and its
dubious hubs and networks. But at
the very outset Navidi makes it
clear that she is no radical rabble-
rouser. Instead, she is a neutral
chronicler and the judgment is left
to the readers, who have a lot to
read between the lines in this re-
freshingly detailed work on 21st
century finance. 

The hyper-networkers
Physicist Stephen Hawking called
21st century a period of complexity.
For Navidi, three forces propel this
complex period: technologisation,
financialisation and globalisation.
The world of finance is a deadly
cocktail of all the three forces that
mark this century. As a result, tradi-
tional methods and linear think-
ing become quite unsuccessful in

understanding what happens in
this system which is a web of alli-
ances and networks in which the
‘power of networking’ plays a
pivotal role, influencing global
policies and business deals. 

In 12 chapters rich in research
and sprinkled with personality
profiles of the movers and shakers
of finance, Navidi shows how
people such as Jamie Dimon, CEO
of JP Morgan Chase; Larry Fink,
chairman and CEO of Blackrock,
the largest asset management
company in the world; and billion-
aire hedge fund honcho George
Soros “shape history, transform the
world we live in, and determine the
future of our financial system, eco-
nomy, and society”. She helps un-
ravel a curious world of power-
brokering, while strictly maintain-
ing her role as a neutral observer. 

But being neutral is a Herculean
task while analysing the world of
finance. At times, Navidi gets temp-
ted to go judgemental, especially
when she analyses the influential
networks in finance. Over time, she
writes, certain network dynamics
— such as the “rich-get-richer phe-
nomenon” and self-perpetuating
feedback loops — will cause any sys-
tem automatically to become
more interconnected, homogen-
eous, and complex. She under-
stands that this is not a great way
to go because most systems are ad-
aptive and self-correcting, so when
they become “too lopsided, circuit-
breaking feedback loops kick in,
restabilising the system”. Systems
that fail to correct themselves ulti-
mately self-destruct, she warns. But
this is a dog-eat-dog world anyway,
where factors such as ethics and
loyalty often get a back seat, as we
have seen in the works of Michael
Lewis, Sebastian Mallaby, or even

Bryan Burrough and John Helyar.
“You want loyalty, hire a cocker
spaniel,” informs Lewis in his sem-
inal work, Liar’s Poker, in which he
shared his startling experience as a
bond salesman on Wall Street.

But Navidi doesn’t want you to
enter that space, for obvious reas-
ons. She is still active in the in-
dustry and if the litany of praise
from the biggies of finance that
dot the first few pages of Superhub
is any indication, she has influen-
tial friends to humour. 

Circumspect narrative 
So, Navidi sticks to the essentials,
which are enough for us to enjoy.
She starts by profiling the Financial
Universe, starting from the strato-
sphere of power — Davos, where
meetings tangibly demonstrate
that “similar people attract each
other — and that those who already
have the most connections attract
even more”. Then she goes to look
at the global financial system
through the prism of network sci-
ence. This, claims Navidi, provides
a more structured explanation of
how a select few get to the very
centre of networks, where they be-
come the so-called ‘superhubs’. 

There are plenty of successful
people in the world, Navidi writes,
but only a few become so “dispro-
portionately successful” that they
operate the very levers of the finan-
cial system; they form the super-
hub, which connects the influen-
tial to the more-influential. In the
world of finance, netswork equals
net worth. And what are the links
that connect these networks?
Money, information and opportun-
ities. In finance, says Navidi, the
most valuable currency is action-
able information that can be con-
verted into monetary gain. So, in
essence, you’re worth what you
know. Which also means, you’re
what/who you’re connected to. 

Is this a virtue or a vice? Navidi
sits on the fence here. Especially
considering the plethora of ex-
amples that suggest how these
powerful networks influence pub-
lic policies across the globe, lead-
ing to considerable damage to
public good. During the subprime
crisis of 2007-08, most rating agen-
cies were vying with each other to
stamp high ratings to toxic bonds
and other financial instruments,
which eventually, nearly, pulled
down the whole financial system
in the US, triggering a chain reac-
tion across the globe.

In Navidi’s world, superhubs
and their influence, though they
can get toxic at times, are a neces-
sary inevitability, whether you like
it or not. This is where the book
stumbles. Or difers from the likes
of a Big Short (Lewis) or More Money
Than God (Mallaby), which vehe-
mently criticises the power of fin-
ancial elites and their ill-gotten
wealth. But as we can see Navidi
seems to have great friends she
cannot ofend by revealing un-
pleasant truths. 

Navidi’s language at times gets
too simple to bring out the nu-
ances in the discourse. The book is
text-bookish in places. But those
are minor glitches; if you are inter-
ested in the world of finance and
its curiosities, this is a good read. 

A ringside view of the closed society of financial elites and how they control the world

BOOK REVIEW

An expert commentator on financial markets, Sandra Navidi is
the Founder and CEO of Beyond Global, a consulting firm. Navidi
has worked as an investment banker at Scarsdale Equities, general
counsel at Muzinich and Co. And consultant at Deloitte. 
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BY THE WAY DIPANKAR BHATTACHARYA looks at people and professions

ACROSS

01. Push, barge in crowd (6)
04. Old mariner (3,3)
09. Short, stif hair (7)
10. Scrap of verse, joke in cracker

(5)
11. Sleeveless garment (4)
12. Master, manager (4)
13. Pass quickly on one’s way (3)
15. Highland dance (4)
16. Smaller amount (4)
19. Mound in royal regalia (3)
21. Darts-player’s line (4)
22. Particles of stone (4)
24. Flavour (5)
25. An embodiment in little (7)

26. Distant, aloof (6)
27. Population count (6)
DOWN

01. One who aggravates one in
distress (4,9)

02. A mu1e ( 7 )
03. Long, thin slip of wood (4)
05. Entangled (8)
06. Of the Netherlands (5)
07. Those sightseeing around

the world (13)
08. One guilty of crime (5)
14. Fragrant, smelling of (8)
17. Earnest, grave (7)
18. Principal (5)
20. Broom of twigs (5)
23. Go walking and camping (4)

ACROSS

01. If one jolts around the East:, one
can expect to push and shove
(6)

04. Old sailor recognisable from
the sound of his barque? (3,3)

09. Taking nothing out of Bristol
East will make one rage (7)

10. Phrase representing family cat
going back to the end (5)

11. Horn that covers the shoulders
(4)

12. Such a shot is bungled by the
head man (4)

13. Quickly make one’s way out of
thievery (3)

15. Just the drum for a lively dance
(4)

16. I t is not so much needing to get
on as to be taught (4)

19. .The mound of gold at the bank
initially (3)

21. He gets first company backing
where darts player stands (4)

22. Determination to make it after
King George (4)

24. Try a little fine perception (5)
25. Personification of the East it

takes poem to express (7)
26. OB, control of which may work

on television (6)
27. Statistical count: gives us

necessary return in part (6)
DOWN

01. Combs jet or, for a change, his
sympathy will make it worse
(4,9)

02. About fifty pipers could
provide something that’s
afoot (7)

03. Strip of wood in parcel a
thatcher uses (4)

05. Got entangled with the writer
and a woman in the end (8)

06. Such European courage as
comes from the bottle (5)

07. They travel the world on their
piggish feet (13)

08. Almost tripped on a criminal
(5)

14. Fragrant old tree planted out
round the North (8)

17. So grave, is sure nothing will
come of it (7)

18. 12 is one taken in by cook (5)
20. Be part — but not all — of a

broom (5)
23. An increase in prices, and one

will have to go walking (4)

ACROSS 1. Manicure 7. Renew 8. Servant 9. Urgency 10. Loop 
12. Noticed 14. Recount 17. Aria 18. Pabulum 21. Prevail 22. Nares 
23. Sentient
DOWN 1. Muscle 2. Narcotic 3. Clay 4. Return 5. Anon 6. Swayed 
7. Righted 11. Squalls 13. Carriage 14. Repine 15. Temple 16. Ballot
19. Bark 20. Beet

SOLUTION: BL Two-way Crossword 858

easy not so easybl two-way crossword 859
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